Discriminating dominant computed tomography phenotypes in smokers without or with mild COPD.
Finding phenotypes within COPD patients may prove imperative for optimizing treatment and prognosis. We hypothesized that it would be possible to discriminate emphysematous, large airway wall thickening and small airways disease dominant phenotypes. Inspiratory and expiratory CTs were performed in 1140 male smokers without or with mild COPD to quantify emphysema, airway wall thickness and air trapping. Spirometry, residual volume to total lung capacity (RV/TLC) and diffusion capacity (Kco) were measured. Dominant phenotype (emphysema, airway wall thickening or air trapping dominant) was defined as one of the respective CT measure in the upper quartile, with the other measures not in the upper quartile. 573 subjects had any of the three CT measures in the upper quartile. Of these, 367 (64%) were in a single dominant group and 206 (36%) were in a mixed group. Airway wall thickening dominance was associated with younger age (p < 0.001), higher body mass index (p < 0.001), more wheezing (p < 0.05) and lower FEV1 %predicted (p < 0.001). Emphysema dominant subjects had lower FEV1/FVC (p < 0.05) and Kco %predicted (p < 0.05). There was no significant difference in respiratory related hospitalizations (p = 0.09). CT measures can discriminate three different CT dominant groups of disease in male smokers without or with mild COPD. ISRCTN63545820, registered at www.trialregister.nl.